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Hi J K and BK,

uvL V-U ,

Please find attached a document outlining a
proposed direction for the LP and basic info
pasted below.
Let me know what you think,
:)S
This proposes the following content:
Front Cover: Drawn image and handwritten
text 'The Last Resort'
Spine: Anri Sala, The Last Resort
Kaldor Public Art Project
(space)
33
Inside left: Credits and small/tiled images
(including image credits about the project)
Inside right: Text and small/tiled images
Back cover: edited excerpts from Bell journal
and KPAP logo in corner (as per Dailies

special ed)
*Additional option pull-out poster-style insert
with project images.
-

Here is the very preliminary draft text I've
developed so far for inside right, which
gives an indication of proposed tone. I
suggest this be accompanied by small
project images, rotunda shots and drum
details:

Kaldor Public Art Project 33: Anri Sala, The
Last Resort
The Rotunda, Observatory Hill, Sydney, 13
October 5 November 2017
-

To retain and keep time, we make notes, keep
journals and write history. More exact
measurements are captured through
mechanisms tapping-out time's movement as
aligned with the stars and passage of the

planets.
For colonial Sydney the nexus of timekeeping
was Observatory Hill. The settlement's highest
vantage-point, a place for the observation of
time's passing, the mapping of stars and land,
the movement of ships to and from the growing
colony.
This is our recorded history, the repeated story,
measured against its two centuries of
settlement. It does not take into its orbit the
60,000 years of culture before it, indigenous
knowledge of the land, sea and sky, or other
concepts of time.
Diverging from the western canon and its
deafening impact, Anri Sala conjurs for us an
invented history, an imaginary journey.
Described through sound, this journey takes
Mozart's iconic Clarinet Concerto in A Major
as its starting point, transforming its structure

through a fictive passage across the sea and
overtime.
Sala substitutes Mozart's original tempo
indications with the wind conditions described
in the private journal of James Bell, A Voyage
to Australia, from 1838-39. A journey
dependent on sea winds and ocean currents,
each of Bell's journal entries starts with a
description of the weather. Unfavourable or
calm winds, breezes, gales, hurricanes and
storms literally take over the concerto,
transposing Bell's daily recount of his journey
into the composition's bars and musical
phrases.
In western culture, the language of time is
embedded throughout our notations. In musical
composition, written notes and their tempo
provide the tools to retain similitude across
changing ages, to record and seal sounds for
their later re-enactment. To be recorded,

repeated and replayed.
For The Last Resort, within the Rotunda high
on Observatory Hill, this recomposed and
recorded concerto is played from inside an
suspended snare drums. Thirty-eight
customised drums hang inverted from the
Rotunda's ceiling. Triggered by the frequencies
of the concerto, their beat creates a dialogue
between the recorded orchestral track and live
kinetic response.
Note, this is a quick draft and I think it could
use some improvement on the ending and 1
could also possibly add something about the
physicality of impact and reverberation the
wind, drums, sound and hearing cultural
impact also being implicit. Anyhow, let me
know ifyou think this direction is OK and if
this is enough information to propose this to
Anri as a solution to having some descriptive
text/imagery without seeming like a
-

-

promotional brochure etc.
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Front Cover: Drawn image and handwritten text 'The Last Resort'
Kaldor Public Art Project
(space)
Spine: Anri Sala, The Last Resort
33
Inside left: Credits and small/tiled images (including image credits about the project)
Inside right: Text and small/tiled images
Back cover: edited excerpts from Bell journal and KPAP logo in corner (as per Dailies
special ed)
*Additional option

-

pull-out poster-style insert with project images.
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INSIDE LEFT
Anri Sala: The Last Resort of The Last Resort based on the
Clarinet Concerto in A major K. 622 by Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart
A side: Allegro (12:47)
B side: Adagio (9:16)
Rondo, Allegro (8:51)
Basset clarinet soloist: Annelien Van Wauwe
Münchener Kammerorchester
Conductor: Sebastian Schwab
Michael Hinreiner, sound engineer
Olivier Goinard, sound collaborator

Robert F. Schneider, recording producer, editing and mixing
Recording Dates: 12.-20.11.2016, 22.1.2017
Recording Location: Bavaria Musikstudios, Munich
Special Thanks:
Liria Bégéja
Florian Ganslmeier and Anselm Cybinski
Esther Schipper
Marian Goodman Gallery
Images: captions and credits TBC
INSIDE RIGHT
Kaldor Public Art Project 33: Anri Sala, The Last Resort
The Rotunda, Observatory Hill, Sydney, 13 October —5
November 2017
To retain and keep time, we make notes, keep journals
and write history. More exact measurements are
captured through mechanisms tapping-out time's
movement as aligned with the stars and passage of the
planets.
For colonial Sydney the nexus of timekeeping was
Observatory Hill. The settlement's highest vantage-point,
a place for the observation of time's passing, the
mapping of stars and land, the movement of ships to and
from the growing colony.
This is our recorded history, the repeated story,
measured against its two centuries of settlement. It does
not take into its orbit the 60,000 years of culture before
it, indigenous knowledge of the land, sea and sky, or
other concepts of time.
Diverging from the western canon and its deafening
impact, Anri Sala conjurs for us an invented history, an
imaginary journey. Described through sound, this
journey takes Mozart's iconic Clarinet Concerto in A

Major as its starting point, transforming its structure
through a fictive passage across the sea and over time.
Sala substitutes Mozart's original tempo indications with the wind conditions
described in the private journal of James Bell, A Voyage to Australia, from 1838-39. A
journey dependent on sea winds and ocean currents, each of Bell's journal entries
starts with a description of the weather. Unfavourable or calm winds, breezes, gales,
hurricanes and storms literally take over the concerto, transposing Bell's daily recount
of his journey into the composition's bars and musical phrases.

In western culture, the language of time is embedded
throughout our notations. In musical composition, written
notes and their tempo provide the tools to retain
similitude across changing ages, to record and seal
sounds for their later re-enactment. To be recorded,
repeated and replayed.
For The Last Resort, within the Rotunda high on
Observatory Hill, this recomposed and recorded
concerto is played from inside an army of suspended
snare drums. Thirty-eight customised drums hang
inverted from the Rotunda's ceiling. Triggered by the
frequencies of the concerto, their beat creates a
dialogue between the recorded orchestral track and live
kinetic response.
Note, this is a quick draft and / think it could use some
improvement on the ending and I could also possibly
add something about the physicality of impact and
reverberation the wind, drums, sound and hearing
cultural impact also being implicit. Anyhow, let me know
if you think this direction is OK and if this is enough
information to propose this to Anri as a solution to having
some descriptive text/imagery without seeming like a
promotional brochure etc.
-

-

BACK COVER:
Thursday 201h July 1838
After last nights hurricane we have a calmer wind and more
favourable. The anchor is UD and our sails are set...

Friday 20" July 1838
Dreadful hurricane. We continue at anchor rocked about
fearfully and expect to be driven from our anchorage every
moment...
Thursday 201 July 1838
Spent a sleepless night owing to the highness of the wind.
Wednesday 201h July 1838
The wind still unfavourable and we keep our anchorage
unable to make sail.

-

Thursday 201 July 1838
Wind still ahead of us.
Tuesday 20th July 1838
After a most boisterous night it is calm this morning...
Thursday 201h July 1838
Wind to day the same.
Thursday 20th July 1838
Wind west.
Saturday 201h July 1838
The fine breeze of yesterday, which gradually veered round
to north west, has sunk this morning into calm and we
scarcely feel any motion...
Excerpts from the journal entries by James Bell in A Voyage
to Australia describing Bell's passage from England to
Australia in 1838-39. Note: number of entries dependent on
layout

Tiled imagery details of the drums and installation views.
These could be all on one page or could be a single line of images that wraps the inside pages and possibly
also the back cover.
-

Example of how a continuous line of images might look but of
course this would include more images and run over several pages.
-
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